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The Handi Cart system. 
Featuring the Handi Cart, Handi-Hoop Plus and your ‘litter picker of 
choice’.  Together you have the ultimate in time saving, strain reducing, 
multi- terrain litter clearance system. 

The Handi Cart is light and compact but incredibly tough. Fully loaded, 
the Handi Cart can hold over 32Kgs.  
The adjustable handle makes finding the load balance point a breeze 
so the Cart is always easy to manoeuvre through the tightest gaps. 

The Handi Hoop Plus is the Professional’s Bag Opener of Choice; 
improving productivity by 143% and providing flexibility with the 
multifunctional scoop/ sweep action.

Team the Handi Cart and Hoop Plus with any of the classic tool trio; 
Litterpicker, Streetmaster or Ranger and you have a system that can 
tackle almost any multi- surface litter clearance task with 
speed, efficiency and ease. 

Introducing the next
   generation “go anywhere” 
       litter collection

Quality assured 
British manufacturing



HANDI CART

Puncture proof wheels allow the cart to be easily steered over a wide variety 
of terrain. When the challenge gets really tough, the ‘lift off‘ Handi-Hoops are 
quickly removable giving complete freedom and flexibility.  The ergonomic 
handle is easily adjustable for height and left or right handed use.

Designed to be used in all terrains, the Handi Cart is low maintenance: it can 
be power washed to keep the unit clean and hygienic for every day use.  

Essential tools can be stored in the Handi Hoop Plus during use and there is 
even a handy pouch for those all important personal belongings, spare bags 
or the safety essential: Safe Pick Pouch.

•	 Recycle	on	the	Go
•		 Increases	Collection	Capacity 

(402% increase on standard bag opener)

•	 Flexible	and	Multifunctional 
(Detachable hoops, scoop/sweep function,

 carry heavy items/bags easily)

•	 Increased	productivity
•	 Low	maintenance

Quality assured 
British manufacturing

A revolution in go
   anywhere professional
      litter collection. 



The all new multifunctional Handi Hoop Plus is a key tool for all professional 
street operatives, improving productivity and user comfort. 

Combining a solid aluminum frame, with a specially designed handle, 
the professional’s choice of bag opener is robust and comfortable.  

An extra wide opening makes litter collection quicker,  
Need to sweep detritus too? Easy with built in scoop  

function. The body strap supports safe working  
practices and gives you astounding results 

every time. Increasing collection capacity 
from an initial 66% increase to an 

astonishing 143%.

143% increase

o Scoop and Sweep function

o Work towards recycling targets 

o Secure Grip - all day, every day

o High quality and Robust - carrie
s up to 16kg

o Optional body strap - in
crease collection capacity

Quality assured 
British manufacturing

        litter collection for
          every operative



HANDISCOOP

STREETMASTER

RANGER

SHARPS   
      POUCH
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Call: 01531 635678
       Fax: 01531 635670

                 e-mail: sales@helpinghand.co.uk

LITTERPICKER

LITTER 
CLEARANCE 
ESSENTIALS

For more details visit:
www.litterpickersdirect.com
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